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In a way, the longer I considerthe paintings of LaurelFmin, 

the funnierthey @They arenot filled with overtly comical 

gestures, but almost everything about them seemsfunny 

after awhile. Funny as in fullof good humor. Funny in their 

recognition of pathos and absurdity. Funny i n  their balance 

of theelegant and the awkward. Funny in the manner 

of someone persistently throwing you a nod and a wink, 

deliberately tryingto let you in on the joke. 

Farrin's use of trompe I'oeil-while sometimes used 
t o  highlight objectspainted on top of theground-is largely 
about layeringa false canvas upon the real one. I t  is one 
among many modes Farrin uses t o  undercut certain 
assumptions about painting. In this case, the false precept 
ofthecanvasas flat when it actually alwaysremainsa 
fabricsurface,filled withan endlessvariety of texturesand 
forms. Farrin's trompe I'oeil remains convincing at every 
distance, maintaining the painterly lie even on close 
inspection. And there isa palpable pleasure-another 
sort of funny-in the artist's deft use o f  deception to 
speakto a truth about the surface beingworked. 

Farrin's faux canvas effects are often the dominantfield 
in her paintingsandare rendered in mutedor neutral tones. In 
this way, the paintings are madeto appear purposefully banal. 
This ordinary aspect undercuts another long-held assumption 
about painting-its locus as a repository for visual beauty. 
Which is not toimply that Farrin's works contain no beauty- 
quite the contrary-butthey arepushingthe character of 
visualallure around thecanvas and toyingwith it inspecific 

ways.It is almost asthough Farrin is interested in testing 
the stayingpower of beauty, in the face of particular manipu- 
lations.Can it be convincingly ordinary in appearance and still 
containsome painterly rapture? 

It is no surprise, in this context, that much (sometimes 
rnuchmore) happens at the periphery of Farrin's works. 
Sometimes it is a flat, graphic pattern thattrails down along 
the side of a work-Sometimes the flat abstraction spills 
from the edge into the main body of the work.Sometimes 
the edge work is depicted as a reveal, suggestingan entirely 
different painting beneath the one weareobserving. Farrin's 
use of the periphery is both a formal and metaphorical 
device, suggestingthat meaning(or evenjust pleasure) 
is not always found in the most obvious place. 

Asense of slippageoften accompanies this peripheral 
play, as though forms are slidingon or o f f  the work. revealing 
(or perhaps concealing) themselves. Even in those paintings 
on paper where the edge is avertical line cutting directly 
through the center of the work, there remains a sense of this 
space as peripheral. Dead center, it nonetheless contains all 
the same elusiveness as those elements painted alongthe 
literal edge. 

One might almost thinkof the worksas coy; reluctant or 
uncertain about just how much of themselves to reveal. And 
yet, everythingwe need to know remains directly before us. 

Even as the works allude to their own hidden 
dimensions,they doso infront of oureyes.They are assly as 
they are coy. Both are integral partsof the lively deceptions 
that Farrin uses throughout her work. Is there texture or 
flatness? Is there banality orallure? Isnit" happening here 



in the center or overthere by the edgesomewhere?There 
is an ever present duality atwork, elements pushingand 
pulling each other ingentle opposition. 

This duality is a direct device in some works, where 
shapes or images are sometimes doubled or paired. Subtle 
distinctions in the means of doublingcancreate distinctly 
different effects.Two ticket stubs tucked into a vertical line 
several inches apart look companionable while two FRAGILE 
labels laid atop each other look far more intimate.Two fiat 
phosphorescent blobs hover a hair's breath apart from each 
other, fullof desire but a little awkward and tentative. Two 
green blobs-more textured, three-dimensionalized, and 
visibly touching-seem to enjoy a more relaxed,certain, 
and verdant rapport. 

Farrinispiayingwith the relationshipsof things to 
each otherand thesesubtiedistinctionsdraw outthe pathos 
inherent in reiationships-what works, what doesn't, what 
wedesire, what we fear. Much like life, it'snot alwaysclear 
what's most important. Is itthe trompe I'oeilgroundor the 
snappy graphic iaidagainst it? Often, it's theambiguous 
middle ground-the space and tension between these 
elements-that iingerslongest.Thereisa buoyant 
uncertainty about it all, a rhythmwithin Farrin's works that 
feels satisfyingly real precisely because itembraces its own 
awkward moments, its rightto remain irresolute. 

Irresolution resolved through ambiguity with a visual 
beauty that is both blatant and surreptitious-that'sfunny too. 

JohnMassler 
Visual Arts Curator, Hallwalls 
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HER CAUTIONARY TALE 
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1 DOUBLE FRAGILE 
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PRAIRIE SCHOONER 

oil, acrylic on canvas 

2 2 ' ' x n "  
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Let'sstartwith the obvious metaphor. Let'ssay that 
a painting is a mind, thatthe canvas isa blankslateon which 

scenes or objectsor abstract shapes andcoiorscome into 
being.These images are the thoughts ofthe painting, and in 

Laurel Farrin's work wecan seeavariety of these images. 

Ata point in the history of paintingwhen ailthe objects 

that couldeverbe paintedseemto have been painted, what she 

paints areflashesof anephemeral worldseen asif from the 

corner ofthe eye. 

There's a skeleton from Pompeii. part of a tiled floor 

perhaps, sometimes shown intact,and sometimes broken up 
into pieces.There's a girl ina pinkdress from anoid postcard, 

and there are ticket stubsand name tagsand thegrids of color 

takenfrom Mondrian. 

All these things are part ofthe worldof objects she 

creates.They'reall part of a worldof thought, about culture 
and color,about languageand identity andaboutthe act of 

painting itself. 

Thisaione would be enough to make her paintings 
interesting, but Farrin, inchoosingoneimage overanother 

and one color over another, is implicitly questioning 

that act of painting. Wecan sense her ambivale~ce, her 

awareness thatwhat she's done to the painting- the 

thought of the artist -is merely an addendum to the 

original mind of the painting. 

Although she does, in fact, show us objects, shealso 

shows us that mind. In almost ail herwork, in the background 

behind the objects, is the unpainted canvas before the objects 

ofthought existed. 

She takes the raw material of thecioth canvas, with its 

foldsand creases and textures, and then paints thosefolds 

andcreases with thesame care that'sevident in rest of the 

painting. By paintingthe blankcanvas to look like a blank 

canvas, she'screatesan illusion, aniiiusionof purity before 
thoughts appear as images, before the hand of a human being 

got involved. 

As if the cave painters of Lascaux had not only painted 

the objectsoftheir desire, but hadpainteddesire itself, Farrin 

shows us boththeobjectsofthe mind, as welias themind 

before those objectsexisted. 

By acknowledging that the objects are thoughts, and 

thatthere'sa place withoutthought, withoutthe imposition 

of the mind's meaning, her paintings point tothe place where 

meaning comesfrom, the unsuliiedemptiness before the 

paint Is applied. 

The images that populate her paintings- theskeletons 

andgirls in red dresses- are bornoutof emptiness, and out 
ofthat emptiness the world we know has meaning. 

John Haskellis theauthorof IAmNotJockson Poi1ock.a collection of 

short stories, and American Purgotorio, a novel. 
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AMERICAN TRANSCENDENTAL 
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oil, acrylic on canvas 
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